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1. Introduction

Organic photovoltaics (OPV) represents a promising technology
with high potential in the solar energy sector, and it has attracted a
lot of scientific and industrial interest. Currently, the record power
conversion efficiency (PCE) for single-junction organic solar cells
has reached 18.2%.[1] This progress is the result of great effort,

mainly due to the development of new
photoactive materials and increasing under-
standing of and control over themorphology
of the solar cell’s active layer.[2–4] However,
further research is still required to address
the three main objectives of OPV advance-
ment: high efficiency, long lifetime, and
low cost. An important role in device perfor-
mance and stability is played by interfacial
layers. Generally, poly(3,4-ethylenedioxy
thiophene):polystyrene sulfonate (PEDOT:
PSS) is the most commonly used hole trans-
port layer (HTL) for extracting the holes
from the photoactive layer (PAL) into the
conductive transparent electrode. On the
one hand, PEDOT:PSS has the advantage
of being solution processable at room tem-
perature, but on the other hand, this mate-

rial is also known to contribute to device degradation by unwanted
reactions with the photoactive material and indium tin oxide (ITO)
anode in the conventional architecture.[5–10] Alternatively to
PEDOT:PSS, several solution-processable metal oxides (NiOx,
MoOx, and WO3) have been introduced, either directly as crystal-
line nanoparticles or derived from sol–gel processes.[11–14] They
combine the advantages of simple synthesis, high optical transpar-
ency, and good environmental stability. Although it is still not easy
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As the device performance and stability of polymer solar cells strongly depend on
the interfacial charge extraction layers, the hole transport layer (HTL) properties are
crucial. Furthermore, unfavorable interactions with the electrode or the photoactive
layer should be screened and prevented. Organic solar cells of conventional
architecture by varying the HTL material and layer stack systematically between
PEDOT:PSS and a sol–gel-derived tungsten oxide (WO3) are investigated. The
impact of various HTLs in the solar cells is investigated by optical and electrical
characterization. Interestingly, a triple-layer WO3/PEDOT:PSS/WO3 configuration
results in the best device performance specifically compared with the use of
pristine WO3 and pristine PEDOT:PSS hole extraction layers. The triple layer also
shows an increased reproducibility in the lifetime, which, combined with the
improvement in the efficiency, can be the keys for expectable revenue.
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to control their work function, their use contributes to achieving
good ohmic contact and improving the long-term stability of poly-
mer solar cells (PSCs).[15,16] Previous works on WO3 as the hole
injection layer in the light-emitting diode[17] and as HTL in PSCs
are already reported and the deposition was either by vacuum or by
solution processing. Thermally evaporated and deposited WO3

was investigated as a replacement of PEDOT:PSS in poly(3-hex-
ylthiophene-2,5-diyl):phenyl-C60-butyric acid methyl ester
(P3HT:PC61BM)-based solar cells and an enhancement of the pho-
tovoltaic performance was reported.[18,19] Varnamkhasti et al. also
showed that thermally evaporated WO3 and copper phthalocya-
nine (CuPc) that were deposited in a bilayer HTL configuration
contributed to improving the performance of the device by increas-
ing the charge injection and reducing the series resistance.[20]

However, the high vacuum deposition of WO3 is more expensive
and energy intensive than solution-processed WO3, which reveals
the advantage of being compatible with the roll-to-roll fabrication
technology of PSCs under atmospheric conditions. Many research
groups reported the use in the inverted configuration of solution-
processed WO3 prepared by sol–gel technique, nanoparticle dis-
persion, and blending with PEDOT:PSS solution.[13,21–23] For con-
ventional architecture devices, Tan et al. reported a higher
performance for the solar cell prepared from tungsten (VI) iso-
propoxide solution in isopropanol as a precursor coated and
annealed on ITO glass compared with a PEDOT:PSS device.[24]

The same sol–gel technique was used by Qiu et al. and the authors
reported both performance and lifetime improvement in the
device with WO3 precursor solution layer treated by O2 plasma.[25]

Choi et al. proceeded with a new approach of sol–gel preparation
of WO3 solution by diluting tungsten (VI) ethoxide solution in eth-
anol. The device fabricated by this sol–gel precursor solution was
reported to feature a comparable performance and better stability

than the PEDOT:PSS device.[14] Finally, Kim et al. prepared
another sol–gel solution type by dissolving tungsten powder in
hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) solution. The prepared WO3 solution
diluted with isopropanol was intercalated between the ITO anode
and the PEDOT:PSS in a way to prevent possible reactions
between them, and the fabricated solar cell device was reported
to be better performing and more stable than the device with
PEDOT:PSS only.[26]

In this contribution, a new sol–gel technique for WO3 coatings
is introduced, and poly[N-9 0-heptadecanyl-2,7-carbazole-alt-5,5-
(4 0,7 0-di-2-thienyl-2 0,1 0,3 0-benzothiadiazole)]: phenyl-C70-butyric
acid methyl ester (PCDTBT:PC71BM) solar cells are fabricated
using PEDOT:PSS and tungsten oxide (WO3) as HTL materials
in various configurations. Both constituents were deposited on
top of the glass/ITO substrates either individually, or by blend-
ing, or in layer-by-layer stacks. Kelvin probe (KP) measurements
were applied to investigate the work function of hole extraction
layers, showing unexpected results for the layer stacks. Thorough
characterization of the completed solar cells provided further
insight into the working mechanism of the hole extraction layers.

2. Experimental Section

2.1. Materials

All materials were used as received, and the chemical structures of
the donor and acceptor materials are shown in Figure 1a. The
donor material poly[N-9 0-heptadecanyl-2,7-carbazole-alt-5,5-(4 0,7 0-
di-2-thienyl-2 0,1 0,3 0-benzothiadiazole)] (PCDTBT) was purchased
from 1-Material and the fullerene acceptor phenyl-C70-butyric acid
methyl ester (PC71BM) was purchased from Solenne BV.

Glass

ITO

HTL

(methanol overcast)

Ac�ve layer 

Al

(a)

(b)

Figure 1. a) Schematic representation of the chemical structures of the materials used and b) representation of the solar cell layer stack.
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PCDTBT:PC71BM solution was prepared by dissolving one part of
PCDTBT with two parts of PC71BM (1:2 weight ratio) in a chloro-
benzene:chloroform (1:1) mixture. The 1.5 wt% blend active mate-
rial solution was stored inside the glovebox at 50 �C on a hotplate
and continuously stirred at 750 rpm for 2 weeks.

Poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene):polystyrene sulfonate (PEDOT:
PSS) (Clevios P VP Al4083) was purchased fromHeraeus and used
as a hole transporting/extraction layer (HTL). A tungsten oxide pre-
cursor solution was prepared from tungsten (VI) ethoxide (pur-
chased from Alfa Aesar) and methoxy ethanol. Tungsten (VI)
ethoxide (270mg) were dissolved in methoxy ethanol (75mL) by
vigorous stirring and was filled into a three-necked round-bottomed
flask, both under inert atmosphere. Next, the flask was attached to a
water-cooled reflux condenser and dipped into a heated oil bath.
Before closing all the openings of the flask and the condenser
tightly, a thermometer and a magnetic stir bar were submerged
in the solution and the air was dispelled from the whole system
by pure nitrogen gas flow. Then, the solution was stirred at
80 �C for 1 h, followed by 120 �C for 2 h, followed by 80 �C for
2 h, and finally 120 �C for 1 h. Between each of these steps, heating
or cooling phases of 30min each were necessary. After the final
rapid cooling of the solution to room temperature, the flask was
opened, and the final precursor solution was transferred into a clean
bottle. The precursor solution was thereafter stored under inert
atmosphere. The precursor solution for tungsten oxide (WO3)
was then diluted in isopropanol to 15% v/v and used as an HTL
as well as a blend component (this diluted WO3 solution) within
the PEDOT:PSS solution in a 50% v/v (1:1 ratio).

2.2. Device Preparation

The fabrication of solar cells started with cleaning of indium tin
oxide (ITO)-coated glasses (with a sheet resistance of 10Ω sq�1)
in an ultrasonic bath successively using toluene and isopropanol
for 15min each. All the devices were prepared in a conventional
architecture. The substrates were first dried with a nitrogen-air
blowing gun before the spin coating of the HTL. As HTLs, pristine
PEDOT:PSS, pristine WO3, and the blend PEDOT:PSS:WO3 were
used. Both pristine materials were also deposited layer by layer. An
overview of the different HTLs used in this study is shown in
Table 1. PEDOT:PSS and the blended PEDOT:PSS:WO3 were spin
coated at 3000 rpm, and afterward the samples were annealed on a
hotplate for 15min at 178 �C under ambient conditions, to remove
residual moisture. The WO3 precursor solution was spin coated at
1000 rpm, and the samples were annealed at 90 �C for 15min in
the air to activate WO3, as shown in Figure 2. The annealing tem-
perature of the WO3 precursor solution was chosen based on a

systematic study of the dependence of annealing temperature,
ranging between 90 and 230 �C in 20 �C steps, on the work func-
tion of the final WO3 layer (see Figure S1, Supporting
Information). The samples were then immediately transferred
to a nitrogen-filled glovebox and cooled down to room temperature
before the active layer deposition took place. The active layer solu-
tion was deposited at 1200 rpm, and the samples were annealed
for 10min at 80 �C on the hotplate inside the glovebox. After
annealing, a methanol solvent overcast was done at 4000 rpm
on top of the active layer. Solar cells were completed by depositing
100 nm of aluminum (Al) by physical vapor deposition at less than
10�6mbar through a shadow mask to form the back electrode,
yielding solar cells with an active area of 0.42 cm2. Samples were
finally encapsulated under glass to protect the solar cells from
water and oxygen using UV-curing glue. The complete device layer
stack is shown in Figure 1b.

2.3. Characterization

For standard characterization, the current–voltage (I–V ) meas-
urements of the solar cell devices were carried out under a class
A AM1.5 solar simulator (intensity: 100mW cm�2) and in the
dark. All the measurements were recorded with a computer-
controlled Keithley 2400 source meter unit (SMU).

External quantum efficiency (EQE) was recorded under mono-
chromatic light with an additional halogen bias light, providing
an excitation intensity of about 1 sun. A Si detector was used to
calibrate the EQE system (Bentham PVE 300).

Electroluminescence spectroscopy (ELS) was conducted on solar
cell devices by applying a constant current of 50mA from a Keithley
2400 SMU, yielding a current density of about 120mA cm�2. The
emitted light was transmitted via fiber optics to Si (Avantes AvaSpec
ULS-2048) and cooled InGaAs (Avantes AvaSpec NIR256-1) fiber
spectrometers and measured with an integration time of 10 s.

Light intensity-dependent current-voltage (LID-IV) measure-
ments were carried out by measuring the I–V characteristics
of solar cells upon changing the light intensity from a high-power
LED (wavelength: 520 nm) using different neutral optical filters.

For optical characterization, the film photoluminescence spec-
troscopy (PLS) spectra were recorded with an AvantesAvaSpecULS-
3648 fiber spectrometer with an integration time of 10 s. PL excita-
tion was conducted by a laser diode emitting at 405 nm.
Transmittance and reflectance spectra were recorded on the films
coated on glass with two Avantes AvaSpec-ULS3648-USB2-UA-25
fiber spectrometers with an integration time of 13milliseconds,
and absorptance was calculated from those values.

Table 1. Overview of the experimental variation of HTL.

Name HTL layer stack

HTL 1 PEDOT:PSS

HTL 2 WO3

HTL 3 PEDOT:PSS:WO3

HTL 4 PEDOT:PSS/WO3

HTL 5 WO3/PEDOT:PSS

HTL 6 WO3/PEDOT:PSS/WO3

Figure 2. Schematic representation of the activation of WO3 after anneal-
ing of the tungsten (VI) ethoxide.
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Atomic force microscopy (AFM) measurements were carried
out in tapping mode with a Nanowizard 4 (JPK Instruments)
setup and PPP-NCH-AuD (Nanosensors) probes.

The film thickness was determined on HTLs coated on bare
glass. A small area of the thin film was removed by a needle with-
out damaging the substrate. The resulting topology on the edge
was measured by laser scanning microscopy (LEXT 3D measur-
ing laser microscope OLS4100, Olympus).

The work function of the varied HTLs was also measured on
ITO glass by a single-point KP system from Anfatec. The system
was calibrated with freshly cleaved highly oriented pyrolytic graph-
ite (HOPG), whose work function was assumed to be 4.46 eV.

2.4. Aging

Solar cells were aged in a self-built setup with Keithley 2700
including a multiplexer card and Keithley 2400 for I–V sweeps.
Sweeps were conducted from �1 to 1 V for I–V characterization.
The setup was held at 45 �C ambient temperature and illumina-
tion was conducted by a white-light LED array, which is compat-
ible with ISOS-L1 conditions.[27,28] The light intensity was set to a
value to achieve a comparable short-circuit current density as
under a calibrated solar simulator set to an AM1.5G spectrum
with a flux density of 100mW cm�2.

For the evaluation of the lifetimes, aging curves were fit with a
biexponential decay function, and lifetimes and lifetime energy
yields (LEY) were evaluated according to Roesch et al.[29]

3. Results and Discussion

The detailed energy-level diagram of the material used in this
work is shown in Figure 3a. The results of KP measurements
conducted on various HTL stacks are shown in Figure 3b.
The pristine PEDOT:PSS displayed a WF value of 5.03 eV, which
is in the lower end of the expected range for PVP Al4083. The
pristine WO3 and the PEDOT:PSS:WO3 blend exhibited even
lower values. Upon stacking both materials, the WF was
increased, and the triple-layer configuration WO3/PEDOT:
PSS/WO3 featured the highest WF with a value of 5.12 eV.

To have a better understanding of the effect of the HTL varia-
tion on the optical properties of the active material PCDTBT:
PC71BM, the transmission was evaluated on thin films coated
on glass substrates both without and with the PAL on top.
Figure 4a shows the measured transmittance of all the films
and in Figure 4b the calculated absorptance (A¼ 100� T� R)
is depicted. There is a slight difference in the absorptance.
This result shows that the variation of the different HTLs does
not severely affect the morphology of the photoactive material.

Figure 5 shows the corrected PL spectra (corrected by the
absorptance at the excitation wavelength of 405 nm of the laser).
The PL spectra are also quantitatively in quite good agreement
for the different HTL stacks, so that no significant change of
the local phase separation in the active layer can be expected.

Regarding electrical characterization, the current–voltage
(I–V ) characteristics of all the solar cells were measured in
the dark and under illumination and the results are shown in
Figure 6. For the dark J–V characteristics of the reference device
with PEDOT:PSS in Figure 6a, we have 2.5 orders of magnitude
rectification for the reverse and forward currents bias, which
corresponds to a good diode behavior. The pristine WO3 reveals
a worse rectification than the PEDOT:PSS device, yielding a
higher leakage current or lower shunt resistance. So, the layer
shows lower charge carrier selectivity. The blend device yields
very similar properties as the pristine PEDOT:PSS device
concerning the shunt resistance. For the double-layer devices,
there is an improved blocking behavior as well as for the
triple-layer device, which shows a comparable but overall the
lowest leakage current. If the forward current is considered as
well, the double and triple layers exhibit the best rectification
of above 3 orders of magnitude in reverse and forward current
bias, with acceptable forward currents.

The light J–V characteristics are shown in Figure 6b. As
already expected from the work function, the device bearing only
the WO3 layer featured the lowest PV parameters, followed by
bilayers. The triple layer exhibited only a slight lead over the
state-of-the-art PEDOT:PSS layer. All PV parameters are shown
in Table 2.

The statistical evaluation of all the solar cell parameters
(obtained under illumination) is shown in Figure 7, and the
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Figure 3. a) Energy-level diagram used in this work. b) Work function of the different HTL stacks.
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device performance parameters are shown in Table 2. The maxi-
mum values of the short-circuit current density values (Jsc) are
more or less constant with a value around 11mA cm�2, only for
the pristine WO3 device, which shows a Jsc value of 1mA cm�2

lower than the others. The maximum values of the open-circuit
voltage (Voc) are almost constant except for the pristine WO3

device with a Voc of 793mV. We can also note here a small
increase in the Voc of the triple-layer device compared with
the PEDOT:PSS one. The main change is on the maximum val-
ues of the parallel resistance (Rp), where the devices with the
stacking layers of both pristine HTL materials have the highest
Rp values. This result confirms the best selectivity and lowest
leakage that we get from the dark J–V characteristics. For those
double-layer and triple-layer devices, an increase in the series
resistance (Rs) is observed, which causes a slight reduction in
the fill factor (FF). The PCE calculated from the maximum values
of the PCE after correction of the Jsc with the value obtained from
the EQE measurement gives a value of 5.05% for the pristine
PEDOT:PSS device. This value is 50% higher than the PCE value

Figure 5. PL spectra of the films with PAL corrected at the excitation
wavelength of the laser at 405 nm.
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Figure 6. J–V characteristics of PCDTBT:PC71BM solar cells with a systematic variation of the HTL: a) in the dark and b) under 1 sun illumination.

(a) (b)

Figure 4. a) Transmittance spectra and b) absorptance spectra of films with various HTLs (solid line: pristine HTLs; dashed line: PAL PCDTBT:PC71BM
on top).
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Table 2. Photovoltaic parameters of the PCDTBT:PC71BM solar cells exhibiting different HTLs in conventional architecture.

HTL Jsc [mA cm�2] Jsc_EQE [mA cm�2] Voc [mV] FF [%] PCEmax [%] PCE_EQE [%] Rs [Ω] Rp [Ω]

PEDOT:PSS 11.06� 0.08 10.04 916� 23 55� 1.4 5.56� 0.17 5.05 9� 0.6 1230� 46

WO3 10.24� 0.06 9.00 793� 21 47� 0.8 3.79� 0.15 3.33 9� 0.5 800� 34

PEDOT:PSS:WO3 11.12� 0.09 10.01 895� 24 54� 1.5 5.46� 0.25 4.91 9� 0.6 1179� 51

PEDOT:PSS/WO3 11.04� 0.10 10.06 901� 18 53� 0.9 5.31� 0.27 4.84 10� 0.7 1320� 35

WO3/PEDOT:PSS 10.98� 0.08 10.04 899� 23 53� 1.3 5.31� 0.28 4.86 10� 0.6 1389� 87

WO3/PEDOT:PSS/WO3 11.13� 0.10 10.11 933� 26 53� 1.1 5.89� 0.30 5.35 11� 0.6 1472� 82
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Figure 7. Statistical analysis of a) short-circuit current density, b) open-circuit voltage, c) FF, d) PCE, e) parallel resistance, and f ) series resistance of
PCDTBT:PC71BM solar cells (20 devices) with a systematic variation of the HTL.
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of the pristine WO3 device, which exhibits a PCE of 3.33%. The
blending device as well as the double-layer devices have similar
efficiency as the PEDOT:PSS device. Indeed, when looking at the
data (and variation of the same) of the photovoltaic parameters
obtained for the triple layer in comparison with those obtained
for PEDOT:PSS, there is no difference in the photocurrent gen-
eration, but the open-circuit voltage as well as the parallel resis-
tance are significantly increased. In contrast, there is an
improvement in the efficiency of the triple-layer device with a
PCE value of 5.35%, which is 6% higher than the reference
PEDOT:PSS device.

The spectral response of the devices is determined by the EQE
measurements and is shown in Figure 8a and the calculated
short-circuit current densities derived from those measurements
are shown in Table 2. There are for all the devices except the
pristine WO3 device’s similar spectral response (around 70%),
with two peaks signals at 370 and 480 nm, which can be attrib-
uted to the interference effects. For the pristine WO3 device,
there is a shift in the position of the peak at 370 nm, and the
peak at 480 nm completely disappears. This is probably caused
by an interference effect due to the film thickness of WO3 and
the likely change in active layer thickness due to the WO3 layer.
Figure 8b shows the results of the electroluminescence
spectra that were conducted to get a deeper insight into the
bulk–heterojunction interface (charge transfer or CT state).
The measurement consists of injecting charge carriers into
the solar cell device by applying a 50mA current in the forward
direction and recording the fraction of electron–hole recombina-
tion that occurs radiatively. There was no noticeable electrolumi-
nescence signal detected for the pristine WO3 injection layer,
which might be due to the increased barrier between WO3

and PAL, as WO3 has a lower work function than all the other
HTLs. All the other devices show a peak at 945 nm, which cor-
responds to the known CT-state energy of 1.31 eV.[30] Moreover,
the highest electroluminescence intensity was observed for the
triple-layer device WO3/PEDOT:PSS/WO3. This may be due to
improved hole injection in agreement with the larger work func-
tion. This result is also in line with the device performance, while
this may not in general be the case, meaning that the higher elec-
troluminescence intensity does not always refer to the higher-

performing device. In our case, the electroluminescence inten-
sity can, however, be nicely correlated with the parallel resistance
(Rp) values determined under illuminated I–V characterization.

To gain deeper insight into the type of charge recombination
in the solar cells, we studied the light intensity dependence
current–voltage characteristics (LID-IV). Figure 9 shows the plot
of the Jsc over the light intensity variation of the monochromatic
LED light at the wavelength 520 nm in a log–log scale. Here, the
intensity of the light was varied using different optical density
filters and enabled us to span a range of four orders of magni-
tude. Jsc and light intensity are generally correlated by the follow-
ing equation.

Jsc ∝ Iα (1)

where I is the light intensity and α is the slope of linear fitting in
the log–log plot.

The values of the slope α obtained from the different linear fits
are close to unity, which indicates that bimolecular recombina-
tion does not limit the photocurrent.[31–34]

(a) (b)

Figure 8. a) External quantum efficiency spectra and b) electroluminescence spectra of PCDTBT:PC71BM solar cells.

Figure 9. Log–log plots with the linear fits of the dependence of Jsc on the
light intensity for PCDTBT:PC71BM solar cells with various HTLs (mono-
chromatic LED light with the wavelength 520 nm).
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To learn more about the layer structure and homogeneity of
the various HTLs, AFM measurements were carried out.
Figure 10 shows the results for ITO, WO3, and PEDOT:PSS
on the same substrate. It is evident that PEDOT:PSS even on
top of ITO had a smoother surface than ITO. However, the same
effect is not visible for the WO3 film. Rather, inhomogeneous
spots can be observed in case of WO3. When we compare the
AFM image of WO3 film on ITO glass and the one on bare glass
(see Figure S4, Supporting Information), we can conclude that
WO3 precursor solution does not form a covering film on the
ITO substrate. The origin of this is not clear at the moment,
but it may be due to larger aggregates, which may form within
the solution from which the WO3 is cast. Furthermore, thickness
measurements were carried out with laser-scanning microscopy.
The average film thickness Δh (see Table 3) results from the
mean value of the difference of the height profiles from area
1 and area 2, as shown in Figure S5, Supporting Information.
There was not possible to determine the thickness of pristine
WO3 coated on bare glass. For the PEDOT;PSS and triple-layer
WO3/PEDOT:PSS/WO3 films, the thickness values are the same.
This indicates that no closed film is formed when casting WO3,
confirming the observations of the AFM measurements. The
same observation can be concluded for images obtained from
the electroluminescence imaging (see Figure S6, Supporting
Information), where inhomogeneous spots are also observed
after casting of WO3 precursor solution.

Solar cells were additionally aged under ISOS-L1 conditions.
From these experiments, the burn-in times and lifetimes of these
solar cells were evaluated and the completed aging data are
included in Supporting Information. In regard to the lifetime,
the triple-layer device shows an increased reproducibility, but
there was no significant improvement observed for the use

of WO3, because the lifetime of the devices was limited by the
electron-extracting contact.

4. Conclusion

In summary, we used a sol–gel approach to solution process WO3

as a hole extraction layer in conventional PCDTBT:PC71BM solar
cells. AFM and laser scanning microscopy measurements indicate
that there is not a closed film of WO3. This could be due to aggre-
gation in solution or a wetting problem of theWO3 precursor solu-
tion on top of the substrate, and hence we will pursue our work in
the way solve this issue and obtain a uniform film. However, The
J–V characteristics reveal a better contact selectivity and an
improvement of the reverse current blocking behavior for the devi-
ces with the triple-layer WO3/PEDOT:PSS/WO3 configuration as
the hole extraction layer compared with the reference devices with
the pristine WO3 and pristine PEDOT:PSS, resulting in the best
device performance and significantly increased open-circuit volt-
age as well as parallel resistance. In terms of lifetime, the differ-
ence is also not so pronounced. However, the triple layer shows an
increased reproducibility. This lifetime reproducibility combined
with the improvement in the efficiency can be the keys for expect-
able revenue.

Supporting Information
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or from
the author.
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